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ropeans, who copied the signifier of bodily difference in the medium of clothing.35
What makes Shonibare’s hybridity double-edged, moreover, is
that the circulatory model of traveling culture inscribed into his
chosen fabrics also undermines the authenticity evoked in African
American popular fashions of the 1960s, such as the dashiki. While
Dutch wax print was used to signify identification with the African
homeland, its hybrid history upsets separatist models of identity.
“I’m a postcolonial hybrid,” says Shonibare. “The idea of some kind
of fixed identity of belonging to an authentic culture is quite foreign to my experience.” He adds, “Is there such a thing as pure origin? For those of the postcolonial generation, this is a difficult
question. I’m bilingual. Because I was brought up in Lagos and

tance of clothes to the self-fashioning of diasporic identities that
stylize signifiers taken from disparate sources. When Udé portrays
himself, in Yellow Book #1 (2003), on the cover of the fin de siècle
journal that published Aubrey Beardsley and Oscar Wilde, he performs a postcolonial translation of Charles Baudelaire’s view that,
as a transitionary phenomenon of modernity, “dandyism is the last
flicker of heroism in decadent ages.”38
In the modern-to-postmodern shift, cultural theorist Fredric
Jameson observed that “depth is replaced by surface,” when he described the expressive model of the modernist belief in the deep
interiority of authentic selfhood as giving way to the play of pluralistic surfaces and simulacra that fashion identities from commodities in popular culture.39 Where such postmedium artists as

London—and kept going back and forth—it is extremely difficult
for me to have one view of culture. It’s impossible.”36
Iké Udé (b. 1964, Lagos, Nigeria) echoes such a viewpoint when
he says, “I have found that, irrespective of ideological rhetoric, any

Shonibare and Udé contrast with painters in expressive figuration,
it is a false choice to privilege one medium over others, since all
strategies have altered the black image. But it is also misleading to
think that the surface/depth distinction constitutes a conceptual

strict adherence to a single cultural approach is flawed and practically impossible.”37 Producing photo-text work exhibited in gallery
contexts along with magazine and website platforms that combine
contemporary fashion with archival sections featuring a crosscultural mélange of clothing styles, Udé staged photographic selfportraits in his Cover Girl series (1994), in which the artist inserted
himself into simulacra of magazine covers, disclosing the impor-

dichotomy. The fabrics that clothed the epidermal surface of black
skin were the superficial means by which black survival was enabled by “passing” and other modes of dissemblance. Moreover,
in stylistic choices whereby black self-fashioning exploited expressive potentials in the medium of clothes and hair—from the 1940s’
straightened conk and marcel wave to the crownlike 1960s Afro
through to dreadlocks in the 1970s and the Jheri-curl in the 1980s
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—the presumption that style and substance are conceptually antithetical is subverted, since stylistic differencing expressed the substantive content of blackness in modes of self-fashioning that also
articulated social and political dissent.
By the 1990s, the influence of the Black Atlantic concept helped
inflect a distinction between earlier models of pan-African identity as a diasporic search for roots and a newer trope of the routes

through which identities are made and remade in circulatory networks of travel. While the roots/routes differential gives us a contrast, in a wide-angle view of the long twentieth century, between
modernist conceptions of black identity as an authentic core of
selfhood stemming from a unitary origin and postmodern views of
decentered blackness in which identities are fabricated in language,
discourse, and representation, it would be misleading to treat the
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matter as a static dualism. Process-oriented understandings of the
mobility that signifiers gain once set loose from self-centering ideological systems such as Eurocentrism or Afrocentrism led to a
radical break. The late twentieth-century moment in which the
post- became ubiquitous resulted in what philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah characterized as a ground-clearing process that unsettled all that had been taken for granted in the grand narratives
of the modern West.40 In art, the vertiginous decentering of onceauthoritative knowledge structures unsettled each of the binary
pairings—original/copy, authentic/imitative, high/low, mass/individual, avant-garde/kitsch, tribal/modern—through which modernist epistemology had mapped its constitutive boundaries. But
contrary to the all-or-nothing mind-set that feared chaos as the
only logical alternative to hierarchical order, the decentering of
modernism’s value criteria resulted not in relativism but in a maelstrom of ongoing dialogue whose noisy multivoicedness exemplifies the discursive condition that the eminent Russian literary
scholar Mikhail Bakhtin referred to as heteroglossia.41
As the dialogical presence of black artists and other artists of
color within the institutions of the art world transformed the discursive conditions under which categories of modernism and mo-
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dernity were conceptualized and discussed, a newfound awareness
of the circulatory mobility of images that travel across territorial
borders placed the assumptions of primitivism “under erasure”—
canceled out but still legible.42 The key concept in this regard was
appropriation. It had begun its conceptual path in 1980s phototext practices that transposed mass-media images from one context to another, but then it traveled into postcolonial studies. The
concept showed that while the colonized were economically and
politically dominated, they nonetheless exerted agency in what
they appropriated and adapted and what they resisted and rejected
in colonial discourse. As a result of the post-primitivist breakthrough, contemporary African art began to gain wider circulation
in the 1990s, and this was presaged by rediscoveries of African
portrait photography. Hitherto unseen in the archive because of
the preference for tribal authenticity on the part of Western collecting practices,43 the inventive agency exerted by photographer
Seydou Keïta (b. 1923, Bamako, Mali, d. 2001) revealed in his midtwentieth-century Bamako portraits, such as Untitled (ca. 1956–
1957), an image-world that had never been widely seen before. As
his photographs traveled through journeys of decontextualization
and recontextualization to be repositioned as art on Western gal-
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